
Changelog yuuvis RAD 7.6

Schlüssel Komponente(n) Zusammenfassung Beschreibung

COOL-
14808

yuuvis RAD client, 
yuuvis RAD core-
service

Users can decide whether to get a 
notification for metadata or for document 
file change during abonnement creation

As a user, I would like to be able to choose whether I want to be informed about 
changes to the metadata or the document file when I create a subscription.

Acceptance criteria:

The REST endpoint is extended to differentiate between both types of infos.
The dialog for creating and updating an abo offers a checkbox for selecting 
one or both types of infos. Default is both. It is not possible to uncheck both 
boxes.
Nice to have: The notification tells about the type of change.

 

COOL-
14985

yuuvis RAD core-
service, yuuvis 
RAD management-
studio

You are supported by a configurable 
object delete operation

As an administrator, I want to be able to schedule a delete operation with an 
ESQL statement that specifies the objects to be deleted so that obsolete 
objects can be removed with respect to compliance requirements.

Acceptance criteria:

The management studio offers a delete operation that allows defining an 
ESQL statement.

EN: "Delete objects"
DE: "Objekte löschen"

There is a report that lists the IDs of the deleted objects.

COOL-
14989

yuuvis RAD client The default for filtering columns of type 
string is changed from equal to contains

As a user, I want to have the filtering of columns of type string with the default 
'contains' because this is more powerful.

Acceptance criteria:

The default for filtering columns of type string is changed from equal to 
contains

COOL-
15059

yuuvis RAD client The security dialog for deletion informs 
about the active retention and does not 
allow to delete the object in this case

As a user, I want not to be allowed to delete an object if this is under retention 
and getting an error message about the resulting conflict.

Acceptance criteria:

The delete action checks whether a retention time is given: the latest 
retention time in the permanence array is taken.
If a retention time is given and the recycle bin capability is not enabled the 
user is informed and the deletion is not offered:

EN: "This object can not be deleted before <retention date>."
DE: "Dieses Objekt kann bis einschließlich <Aufbewahrungszeit> nicht 
gelöscht werden."

COOL-
15133

yuuvis RAD core-
service

The REST-WS endpoint getItemAudit 
offers a list of all history entry types

As a programmer, I want to be supported by a list of all DMS history entry 
codes and a meaning so that I can handle other localizations.

Acceptance criteria:

The list is offered on the REST-WS page for this endpoint and offers the 
columns for the keys and a short description in English.

Hovering over the short description shows up the description
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COOL-
15136

yuuvis RAD search-
service

You are supported by fuzzy search As a user, I want to be supported by the fuzzy search so that I can mistype my 
search term but getting the wished objects although.

Acceptance criteria:

This feature can be switched on and of via server-side configuration, the 
default is false:

to be configured in search-prod.yml

If this feature is activated search terms can be mistyped but found although.
Scope: no further configurations for the fuzzy behavior yet
There is a digest informing about the fuzzy search capability and the 
restrictions using it:

The fuzzy search will find more relevant objects.
The combination "term1 term2" does not support the full-text search to find 
term1 in the metadata and term 2 in the content. Only objects are found if 
both terms are in one metadata field
E-mail addresses can not be found that are separated by a colon.

COOL-
15154

yuuvis RAD client The BPM process file can be forced to be 
refreshed

As a programmer, I want to be able to force the BPM process file to be reloaded 
from within a BPM task container if my business logic added not objects to the 
process file so the user can see them.

Acceptance criteria:

There is an event trigger that allows loading the process file list with the 
currently added objects.
There is a custom action example that is documented.

COOL-
15177

yuuvis RAD core-
service, yuuvis 
RAD management-
studio

The report of the object delete operation 
shows the detailed error message

As an administrator, I will see existing error information within the operation 
report, so that I do not have to open the REST-WS monitor as well.

Acceptance criteria:

During the "Delete Object Operation" error messages are collected.
The error message is listed in the management studio

The string fields can show the complete error message (line break)

 

8 Vorgänge
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